
Vocabulary
climate (KLEYE muht)
average weather in a region
over a long period of time

Using Science Words
1. Which of these best

describes the climate in
a tropical zone?
A. warm
B. cold
C. cool



Weather is the condition of the
atmosphere at a certain time and place.
Weather can change q,uickly. Climate is the
average weather conditions in a region over
a long period of time. Climates change very
slowly in contrast to weather.

2 Earth has three major climate zones.
These zones vary because of the angle
at which the sun's rays strike Earth. The
sun's rays strike Earth at different angles
because Earth is a sphere.

VReadlng Check

2. Earth has three different climate zones
because
a. Earth is a sphere
b. the sun shines during the day
c. weather changes qUickly

3 The tropical zones are between Earth's
eq,uator and 23.50 north and south latitudes.
The sun's rays strike the tropical zones at
right angles to Earth's surface. Because
they strike directly, these rays transfer
the most heat energy to Earth. This makes
the tropics very warm all year round.
Temperatures there rarely fall below
18°C (64°F).

4 Some places in tropical zones have wet
climates. The average amount of rain that
falls in these regions ranges from about
175 to 250 cm per year. Other regions in
the tropics have dry periods that alternate
with wet ones. Much of Central America
experiences tropical climates. Much of
central Africa and southern Asia also have
tropical climates.

VReading Check

3. Tropical climates are always __.
a. warm
b. wet
c. dry
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5 Earth's temperate zones lie between
23.5 0 and 66.5 0 north and south latitudes. In
these zones, the sun's rays strike Earth at a
lower angle than they do in the tropics. This
makes temperatures in the temperate zones
milder than in the tropics.

6 Temperate climate zones have four
seasons with different types of weather.
Winters are generally cold and snowy.
Summers can be hot and humid or hot
and dry. Fall and spring have fairly mild
temperatures. Much of the United States
has a temperate climate.

VReading Check

4. Most of the United States has
different seasons.
a. two
b. three
c. four

7 Polar zones lie between 66.5 0 north or
south latitude and the nearest pole. These
climate regions are always cold because
the sun's rays strike these parts at very low
angles. Some areas in the polar zones have
short summers that are relatively cool. All
polar zones have long, cold winters.

8 Much of the state of Alaska has a polar
climate. Polar climates also are found in
much of northern Canada and Russia.
Greenland and Antarctica, which are
covered in snow and ice year-round, have
polar climates.

VReading Check

5. All polar climate zones have __.
a. short, hot summers
b. long, cold winters
c. rainy springs and falls
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9 Within each climate zone are smaller
regions with their own'climates. These
are called microclimates. Many different
microclimates exist. A valley, for example,
can have a microclimate.. A large factory or
city can have a microclimate. Microclimates
often exist only for short periods of time.

10 Even though the weather can change
from day to day and from season to season,

Word Study

the climate where you live will stay the
same for many years to come.

VReading Check

6. Which of these might have a
microclimate?
a. the entire United States
b. New York City
c. the continent of Africa

Antonyms Words with opposite meanings are antonyms. Large is an
antonym of small.

Lions are large cats, not small ones.

Read each sentence and the words below it. Write the word that
means the opposite of the word in bold type to make the statement correct.

7. Climates change l\.uickly compared to weather.
rapidly slowly

8. Climates vary because the sun's rays miss Earth at different angles.
strike avoid

9. Climates are different because Earth is straight on its axis.
tilted aligned

10. The heat from sun's rays is weaker in the tropics than at the poles.
less stronger

11. Temperatures in the tropics often fall below 18°C.
always seldom

12. Temperatures in temperate zones are more severe than those in the tropics.
stronger milder

13. Temperate zones have four similar seasons.
different identical

14. In temperate zones, temperatures in the fall are fairly harsh.
unpleasant mild

15. Polar climates are rarely cold.
seldom always

16. A microclimate is a vast area within a major climate zone.
small large
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Standardized Test Practice

Multiple Choice Use the diagram to answer the q,uestions.

17. In this diagram, where do the sun's rays strike most directly?
A. pointA
B. point B
C. point C
D. pointD

Equator

Cause and Effect A cause is the reason something happens.
What happens is an effect. The three major climate zones are
caused by different angles at which the sun's rays strike Earth.
Follow the arrows to see how the rays strike Earth.

Test Tip

18. Which two points receive the sun's rays at about the same angle?
A. points A and B
B. points Band D
C. points C and A
D. points D and C

19. In this diagram, where do the sun'k rays strike at the lowest angle?
A. pointA
B. point B
C. point C
D. point D


